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What Is Softness and Why Is It Important? 
 

 

I got an e-mail from Pam asking what I meant by this topic.  

 

Mike, I am a dressage rider and always been taught to have a firm feel on the reins when the 

horse is "on the bit" and also when recycling the energy from the hind to the bit and back.  But I 

am thinking you do not have that much pressure with the bit??  I am working with a horse who 

braces at times and "worry chews" the bit so we loose that good connection. 

 

Thank you Pam for your email! Softness and Softening are words and thoughts I tend to use a lot 

when I work with my horses and my clients/ horses.  

 

But what is softness?   
 

My understanding of this concept has deepened, I think, which is not to say that I have the 

answers or that my understanding is correct - this is just how I think about it and I'd be interested 

in your thoughts - one of the advantages of the horse blogging world is the ability to access good 

thinking in all sorts of equestrian disciplines. 

 

Softness starts with the rider - if the rider isn't soft, mentally and physically - including not being 

softy by carrying braces in body, mind or emotions - the horse will have great difficultly in being 

soft.  For example, driving the horse with the seat or legs creates braces that make it difficult for 

the horse to move effectively, and may cause the horse to brace against the rider. The rider has to 

also be able to offer the horse a soft place to find and to be, in order for the horse to be soft.  

 

 Softness is a shared activity, a conversation, back and forth continuously between horse 

and rider.   

 

 Softness is physical, mental and emotional, all three together.   

 

 A horse that is soft will usually have a typical appearance - how the head, neck and body 

move and their posture - softness isn't really about headset. 

 

 

DID YOU READ THE ABOVE I SAID HEAD SET!  
 

The horse also has to be physically able to do what you are asking.  A horse with physical 

problems - ulcers, saddle fit, mouth issues (particularly poor lateral excursion of the jaw from 

side to side or bit problems), or lameness/soreness/chiropractic/foot issues, will not be able to do 

what you are asking.  
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THE ABOVE IS SOMETIMES WHAT YOU ARE TOLD - they can be true !! 

 

 One objective of softness is a horse that is physically able to move in the most effective 

manner, with relaxation of jaw, poll, neck and whole rest of the top line, and an engaged 

core that allows the horse to use its hindquarters to carry its body.  When you're riding, 

the feel of softness is unmistakable - the horse will lift its back and you can feel the 

energy and drive from the hindquarters, even at walk.  Even a horse standing still that is 

soft feels different from one that isn't soft. 

 

 Second objective of softness is a horse that is mentally attentive and emotionally calm 

and responsive - one of the best indications of softness is what I call "  " face with no 

tension in the face, relaxed ears and a eye that's "looking inward".  

 

IF YOU TRY HARD YOU AND DEVELOP happy face & ears forward !!! 
 

Softness is self-carriage, with the core and hindquarters doing the work and a horse that is 

listening.  

And  

 

 Being responsive and emotionally as well as physically soft.   
 

 Softness isn't just behaviour or posture - it comes from the inside of the horse and is 

expressed on the outside of the horse.  
 

 A horse that looks unhappy or tense isn't soft.  A horse that is mentally and emotionally 

soft will be not just compliant, but willingly compliant. 

 

 Softness is also about developing attention and feel in the rider - Its taken me a number 

of years and I also have been learning about this and my understanding and ability to do 

these things continues to develop. 
 

 Softness is progressive - as the horse learns to be soft, it extends into more and more 

parts of the horse's way of going and even begins to show itself in the horse's movement 

at liberty in the paddock moving around. 
 

 To create softness, there are two things you can do.   

 

 First, I try to do as little as possible with my body - I want to be in and with the horse and 

allow forward movement and the lifting of the back.   

 

 Even in backing, the feel is forward (if that makes any sense to you).  You have to have 

forward to get softness - if the horse doesn't move forward well off a very soft leg cue.  
 

 No driving or pushing with seat or legs - that creates a brace. 

 

 Forward is also essential to get straightness, which is also very important. 

 

The question of rein tension is an interesting one.   
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 I think many of us (certainly me), in many different disciplines, have learned to use our 

hands too much and to ride the head instead of riding the whole horse.  A horse can be 

soft with no rein tension at all, or with a soft, following contact.  If the horse is leaning or 

pulling on the bit, you've got a brace, and a brace in both horse and rider - braces usually 

have two participants - and that means that you haven't got softness.  A horse that has 

"curled up" and fallen behind the bit (or has been pulled behind the bit as in rollkur or the 

aggressive use of draw reins) 

 

 If the rider is pulling on the horse, the horse can't be soft (and the rider isn't either).  One 

of the hardest things to learn, I think, is not to pull - to create a soft spot without pulling, 

and to keep hands still and not fussing - if your hands aren't still the horse can't find the 

soft spot because there isn't a consistent one to find. 

 

 Try never to carry more than a 0.5 or 1 on a scale of 1 to 10 in ounces on the bit.    At any 

gait, I put and keep my hands in a position where there's a zero pressure spot where the 

horses can find no pressure the horse will want to stay in that position.  

 

 The soft position is one intended to result in a horse that is relaxed in the entire top line, 

using the core and lifting from the hindquarters through the back, and when that happens 

there's barely any pressure on the reins since the horse is effectively in self carriage.  

 

 Now with a horse that's just learning to soften and is still figuring out what you want or 

has a tendency to brace, there will be frequent changes in the rein tension as the horse 

finds and then loses the soft spot - your job is to keep your hands so quiet that the horse 

is the one changing the pressure and can always find the soft spot.   

  

The horse has to physically develop the capacity to carry itself softly - a horse that is 

used to bracing and not using its core will have to relax some muscles and use others in a 

way that isn't usual and this may be hard for the horse and may tire it during the initial 

work –  

 

 The question if they form a momentary resistance to forward motion, asking the horse to 

change its posture to more effectively use its hindquarters. This is natural for a horse to 

feel that way as its change.  

 

 I keep a very steady, extremely soft contact at all times. I don't use the reins to regulate 

speed or length of stride - I use circles to teach the horse to self-regulate speed and I use 

my seat to ask for changes of length of stride. (I do sometimes use inside leg to outside 

rein, for maintaining bend on circles and turns and encouraging the inside leg to step 

under, but without really increasing the rein tension.).  
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 Some trainers do half halts with their seat - ever so slightly resisting instead of "going 

with" the horse's motor.  Ill use my seat and breathing to signal changes in gait by 

altering the rhythm of my following of the horse's motion.  I also try to time my aids - 

breathing, seat and if needed a leg cue - to the horse's footfalls in order to cue when the 

leg needed to initiate the transition is in the air, in order to make it easy for the horse and 

in order to get precise transitions.  

 

 

MFC Equine has researched the enclosed content and imputed our own method to make it easier 

explain for you.  
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